Novelties 2017

Delightful novelties tailored to shopper need states
Confectionery is an emotional category, and while travelers’ purchasing decisions are driven by numerous factors,
their in-store need-state is the most important. Whether purchasing for themselves or someone else,
confectionery shoppers have a wide variety of products to choose from, suitable for every recipient and occasion.
In order to leverage these diverse shopper needs, Mondelez WTR conducted a thorough analysis before
introducing its new offers this year. Aimed at 6 need-state segments - speciﬁc to confectionery in travel retail, but
universal for any channel within this industry, be it airports, border stores or ferries - our new product
innovations are set to deliver category growth by combining the strength of our global power brands with our
latest shopper insights.
Pictures of products are work in progress
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Toblerone – Introducing tailored GIFTING solutions
In 2017, the #1 chocolate brand in travel retail will strengthen the iconic bar segment by introducing a tailored
gifting solution: Toblerone Milk Messages.
For the ﬁrst time, Toblerone will customize its packaging with emotional messages such as ‘I love you’, ‘Missed
you, ‘Thinking of you’, and ‘Superstar’ to address different gifting occasions.
Toblerone will also continue to capitalize on strong momentum behind the TINY range and will have a strong
pipeline of promotional activities supporting the portfolio.
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Toblerone Milk Messages 360g
Product Idea:
• Enriching Toblerone chocolate gift
experience through customized packaging
with emotional messages

Consumer Beneﬁt:
• Travel retail’s favorite chocolate brand in
exclusive packaging to address different
gifting occasions

Retailer Beneﬁt:
• Leverage momentum and excitement
around the iconic Toblerone bar to increase
purchase frequency (More Often)
• Highly attractive in-store support program
throughout launch year

Toblerone Milk Messages 360g
Art. 4035740
Segment

Memory

Weight

Units

Cases per

Shelf life

Languages

per unit

per case

pallet

in months

of ingredients

360 g

20

66

15

EN, DE, FR, ES, IT, PT,
Scandimix, CZ, GR, ARAB, RU

’Free the joy’ with the world’s number one chocolate brand
Cadbury brings further innovation to travel retail in 2017, with the introduction of the Cadbury Dairy Milk Heritage
Tin. Evoking the original purple design ﬁrst imagined in the 1920s, this distinctly nostalgic tin is a perfect gift for
both friends and family alike. In addition Cadbury delivers more novelty in the key travel retail pack formats, with
the launch of the Cadbury Heroes pouch and sharing bag. All the favourites from Cadbury in miniature, offered
in travel retail exclusive packaging.
Cadbury will also have a refreshed new look in-store for 2017, aligned with the ‘Free the Joy’ concept seen all
around the globe. Leveraging the iconic Cadbury purple colour, the new designs will be perfect for signposting
both the brand and the confectionery category in-store.
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Cadbury Dairy Milk Heritage Tin
Product Idea:
• Cadbury Dairy Milk miniatures presented in
a distinctly nostalgic heritage design gift tin

Consumer Beneﬁt:
• The world’s favourite chocolate offered in
a tin - perfect for gifting and evoking the
original purple design ﬁrst seen in the 1920s
• Beautiful tin format provides opportunities
for reuse long after the chocolate has been
enjoyed

Retailer Beneﬁt:
• Genuine travel retail exclusivity adds value
to the current Cadbury Dairy Milk portfolio
in WTR
• Strengthens the gifting offer of the world’s
number one chocolate brand

Cadbury Dairy Milk Heritage Tin
Art. 4037446
Segment

Trusted Gift

Weight
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Cases per

Shelf life

Languages
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of ingredients

165g

12

60

12

EN, DE, FR, ES, PT, IT,
Scandimix, CZ, GR, Arabic

Cadbury Heroes Pouch & Quad Bag
Product Idea:
• All the favourites from Cadbury in miniature,
packaged in the travel retail exclusive pouch
format

Consumer Beneﬁt:
• Even more variety in convenient snacking
and sharing packs, with the inclusion of
Cadbury Flake in a pouch for the ﬁrst time
• Perfect for sharing

Retailer Beneﬁt:
• Presents further ﬂavour choice during pouch
promotional activity on the world’s biggest
chocolate brand
• Innovation provides an opportunity to draw
further attention in-store to travel retail’s
iconic Cadbury pouch and bag formats

Cadbury Heroes Pouch & Quad Bag
Art. 4039959 (380g)
Art. 4039957 (188g)
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Share
Snack
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380g
188g

12
27

24
16

12
12

EN, DE, FR, ES, IT,
Scandimix, CZ, GR, ARAB

2017 is no exception for Milka’s innovation
Milka is world-famous for its unique, emotional and powerful brand equity as well as its break-through product
innovations. 2017 is no exception, with Milka bringing three exciting products to the Travel Retail market:
Milka Peanut Caramel Big Tablet – a delicious combination of tender Milka Alpine milk chocolate, roasted peanut
and delicious caramel creme in big tablet format. Building on the success of Milka Oreo, Milka Peanut Caramel is
sure to be the next winner in the stores.
Bringing the Milka brand equity alive instore, Milka Alpine Tin is an emotional and eye-catching premium tin
ﬁlled with Milka Alpine milk naps. Thanks to its attractive and iconic Alpine chic style shaped design and high
secondary usage value, the travel retail exclusive Milka Alpine Tin will be deﬁnitely travellers favourite choice
at an affordable price point.
Finally 2017 sees the re-launch of the popular Milka Choco Wafer product. These individually wrapped portions
of chocolate and wafer are now presented in a travel retail exclusive big pouch format; perfect for sharing with
family and friends.
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Milka Peanut Caramel
Big Tablet
Product Idea:
• Amazing taste and an all-new peanut
ingredient, great for sharing
• Apealing design with high quality product
visual in Travel Retail exclusive format
• New distinctive tablet from Milka in
attractive shape with a delicious taste - a
unique combination of soft Milka chocolate,
peanuts, delightful caramel creme and
cracking combination of rice crisps and
peanuts

Consumer Beneﬁt:
• Attractive new ﬂavour offering new sensorial
experience in Big Size tablets

Retailer Beneﬁt:
• New and innovative product concept
generating more trafﬁc in tablets category
and increased purchases
• Travel Retail exclusive design

Milka Peanut Caramel Big Tablet
Art. 4029517
Segment

Share

Weight

Units

Cases per

Shelf life

Languages

per unit

per case

pallet

in months

of ingredients

276g

12

144

9

EN, DE, FR, ES, PT, IT, GR, CZK,
Scandi mix, RU, ARAB

Milka Alpine Tin
Product Idea:
• Emotional and eye-catching premium tin
ﬁlled with Milka Alpine milk naps
• Attractive Alpine-chic design style
• High secondary usage value as a universal
box
• Travel retail exclusive item perfect for gifting

Consumer Beneﬁt:
• High secondary usage value as a universal
box
• Attractive price point vs. other premium
items

Retailer Beneﬁt:
• New attractive offer from Milka and
innovative product concept helping to
drive more spend and to grow the category
• Premium item that covers a new price point
• Travel retail exclusive delivers differentiation
from domestic markets

Milka Alpine Tin
Art. 4037598
Segment
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184g

12

60

12

EN, DE, FR, ES, PT, IT, CZ, GR,
Scandimix, RU, ARAB

Milka Choco Wafer
Product Idea:
• Relaunch existing Choco Wafer 150g into
a larger pouch format

Consumer Beneﬁt:
• Most popular Milka Choco Bakery product
• Individually wrapped wafer portions,
perfect for sharing with family and friends

Retailer Beneﬁt:
• Proven pouch format in Travel retail
(size, convenience etc.)
• Improved merchandising on shelf rather
than cash till offers greater versatility
• Possibility to include in cross-brand
promotions alongside Milka LU pouch,
creating more appealing offers

Milka Choco Wafer
Art. 4039142
Segment

Share

Weight

Units

Cases per

Shelf life

Languages

per unit

per case

pallet

in months

of ingredients

360g

10

24

12

EN, DE, FR, ES, PT, IT, GR, CZ,
Scandimix, RU, ARAB

TRAVEL EDITION

Fun news from the World’s Number 1 Biscuit
Oreo’s success story in travel retail continues. A cookie giant; Oreo delights travellers across the globe through
its travel retail exclusive portfolio, cheerful “sense of place” visuals, fun GWPs and great in-store activations
featuring our famous Oreo mascot.
Oreo will continue to delight travellers in 2017 with:
• An updated and refreshed pack design for one of our bestsellers – the Mini Oreo Sharing Pouch
• A complimentary portfolio to suit all travellers‘ needs and gifting opportunities, creating joy for every occasion
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Mini Oreo Sharing Pouch
Product Idea:
• Original Mini Oreo cookies in a 10 x 25g
serving, perfect for sharing!
• Updated and refreshed packaging design
with improved format understanding

Consumer Beneﬁt:
• Travel Retail exclusive product, not available
in domestic markets
• Convenient travel pouch format with mini
bags inside

Retailer Beneﬁt:
• Possibility for promo offer with other Oreo
pouch favourites and newcomer - Mini
Chips Ahoy! Sharing Pouch

Mini Oreo Sharing Pouch
Art. 646667

Segment

Share

Weight

Units
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Shelf life

Languages
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of ingredients

250g

16

24

12

EN, DE, FR, ES, PT, IT, Scandimix,
CZ, GR, RU, ARAB

It takes Ahoy! to shake up the cookie market
Chips Ahoy! is the exciting new kid on the block and as the latest addition to Mondelez WTR’s biscuits portfolio,
this delightful cookie brand has already had a fantastic start in stores across the globe. This fun loving,
playful Chocolate Chip Cookie brand is the number one domestically in U.S, Canada, China and Venezuela, and
with the launch of two new products this year – the 200g Tin and 240g Mini Pouch – Chips Ahoy! is not afraid
to be bold. This year will also see the launch of a third product - a 120g Mini Canister - as a complimentary
extension to the biscuits portfolio.
Let’s not also forget our lovable Chips Ahoy! ambassadors – the cookie guys! Real characters with real emotions,
helping you understand the brand in a way like no other. Aiming to create mischief and always on the look out
for a good time – the Cookie Guys are the ones to watch!
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Chips Ahoy! Mini Canister
Product Idea:
• Chips Ahoy! canister ﬁlled with miniature
Chips Ahoy! cookies in a 120g pack

Consumer Beneﬁt:
• Bite size version of the Original Chips
Ahoy! cookie offers more convenient
snacking on-the-go
• Convenient re-sealable pack ﬁlled with
Mini Chips Ahoy! Cookies, making it the
perfect snack to share whilst traveling or
at home with friends and family

Retailer Beneﬁt:
• Strengthening the offer in biscuits - a
category enjoying double-digit growth
• Pack format and mini range already a
proven success in Travel Retail
• Possibility to run cross brand promotions
(Buy 2 for x) alongside the Oreo Mini
Canister

Chips Ahoy! Mini Canister
Art. 756433
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of ingredients

120g

8

36

12

EN, ES, PT, ARAB
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Daim – A Deliciously Different Experience!
Daim is a unique brand in the Mondelez WTR portfolio. The combination of crunchy almond caramel with
smooth milk chocolate delivers an engaging and deliciously different eating experience. Daim may break the
rules of traditional confectionery, but in the eyes of its many fans it remains an unpretentious brand.
In 2017 Daim will introduce a sleek and modern new bag format for the bestselling Daim Minis. The minis
format is ideal for sharing, while the new easy opening bag, made of high quality foil, will be even more
attractive for the consumers and new format gives great shelf impression.
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Daim Minis Bag
Product Idea:
• Daim 280g in new easy opening bag
• Attractive and elegant Travel Retail exclusive
design with window

Consumer Beneﬁt:
• Higher value for money
• Creates a sense of exclusivity through the
special design with window available, only
for WTR
• Easy opening bag delivers greater convenience

Retailer Beneﬁt:
• Higher appeal for shoppers
• Improved bag format is more stable to
merchandise in-store
• Great on-shelf impression

Daim Minis Bag
Art. 4036125
Segment

Share

Weight

Units

Cases per

Shelf life

Languages

per unit

per case

pallet

in months

of ingredients

280g

20

40

10

EN (HK compliant), ScandiMix , DE ,FR, DE,
IT, ES, PT, GR, CZ, Arabic (total GCC), RU

Freia – To respect the past and embrace the future!
The Norwegian way of life is about perpetuating ‘kos’ – the fabric of genuine joy.
Norwegians are deﬁned by their natural landscape – the mountains that are omnipresent in their lives. Family
time is as much about hiking and skiing as it is about being snuggled up at home. And during their adventures,
they share Freia - creating joyful memories along the way. Each bite of Freia is a ‘little piece of Norway’ that
puts a smile in the hearts and a twinkle in the eyes.
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Freia I love Norway redesign
Product Idea:
• New Travel Retail exclusive design for
Freia I Love Norway emphasizing new
brand logo and Norwegian origin of this
product

Consumer Beneﬁt:
• Authentic gifting option
• The iconic yellow pack color and red
branding retain recognition
• Norwegian premium gifting packaging

Retailer Beneﬁt:
• Increased visibility of the product and an
attractive souvenir in the confectionery
offer

Freia Melkehjerter I Love Norway 260g
Art. 716237

Marabou spreads some MMM…
Since its inception, 100 years ago, Marabou’s goal has been to spread joy among people with delicious
chocolate. Marabou is one of Sweden’s most beloved brands, and it has become something of a benchmark
for other chocolate brands. Marabou has become a true symbol of generosity.
With “Spread some Mmm…” as its motto, Marabou will lead the way.
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Côte d’Or – The power of intense chocolate pleasure!
Born out of the land and the mythical origins of Africa, Côte d’Or embodies a vibrant and powerful chocolate
taste experience. This intense, untamed world of Côte d’Or has been translated into our new brand movie which
will bring the colorful and vivid emotions of the Côte d’Or experience into stores.
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Mirabell – The traditional Austrian brand
Taking its name from one of the world’s greatest composers, Mirabell Mozartkugeln is the must-have
souvenir for any visitor to Mozart’s Austrian homeland. Created in 1890 by Salzburg confectioner Paul Fürst,
these delicious chocolates are still made using the original recipe and are now almost as famous as the
great composer himself.
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Travelling is more fun with a new-look Bassett’s!
Bring colour and fun to the traveller’s journey with a newly designed, refreshed and modern Bassett‘s brand
that offers a range of joyful candies. The brand’s beloved travel exclusive boxes are ideal for sharing at home or
on-the-go, whilst our new range of 400g XXL bags is the perfect tempting treat for any snacking occasion. Let’s
not also forget our smaller hanging bags which are ideal for impulse consumption, all available in the original
Bassett’s ﬂavours!
Together with its 3D animation, eye-catching merchandising units, emotional channel- and location-speciﬁc
communication and a much loved product range, travelling is so much more fun with a new-look Bassett’s!
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Bassett’s 400g Sharing Bags
Product Idea:
• Large sharing bags of the three most
beloved Bassett’s ﬂavours – Liquorice Allsorts,
Wine Gums and Sour Wine Gums

Consumer Beneﬁt:
• The three most loved Bassett’s variants in a
lower priced alternative to the traditional
sharing cartons

Retailer Beneﬁt:
• Drawing consumers back to the Bassett’s
brand through a lower RSP offering
• A perfect opportunity for volume building
promotions, offering variety and alternative
merchandising options in-store

Bassett’s 400g Sharing Bags
Art. 4037093
Art. 4037094
Art. 4037096
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15

36

12

EN, DE, FR, GR, ES, Dutch,
Scandimix

Discover the way to travel with freshness
Stimorol is the icon of social conﬁdence for Travel Retail, helping you lead a
rock ‘n’ roll lifestyle in one bite. With a range of minty fresh and vibrant fruity ﬂavors,
this young-at-heart brand has a revived design and mouth-watering ﬂavour
sensations, daring you to try something new and ‘say it with gum’.
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Redesign summary

Redesign summary:
• An updated and modernised version of our
travel exclusive 10-pack format across 3 ﬂavours,
as well as our super fresh 60 minutes 5-pack

• A ﬁnal redesign for our existing ‘fusion’ and
‘fresh zone’ sub brands, changing to a zingy
rebranded ‘MAX Splash’. The same great tasting
ﬂavours now in a travel exclusive 4-pack

Sugar Free chewing gum bursting with freshness
Trident is packed full of refreshing mouth-watering ﬂavor, revitalizing your taste
buds throughout the day. Trident gum delights consumers around the world by
helping your teeth look and feel at their best. This year, the Trident Travel Retail
range will undergo a redesign and new branding across its three base ﬂavours to
excite and engage the consumer.
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We reserve the right, should circumstances require, to vary the products and packaging shown in this range.

